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ROLE OF TRADE DATA DISCREPANCY IN THE EXCHANGE RATE-TRADE 

DILEMMA  

 

By 

KARAM SHAAR 

November 2014 

 

Chairman: Professor Ahmad Zubaidi Baharumshah, PhD 

Faculty: Economics and Management 

 

Previous empirical studies investigating the effects of real exchange rate depreciation on 

sectoral trade balance have widely ignored the fact that trade data can be substantially 

inaccurate. By comparing what each side of a bilateral trade claims to have actually traded 

with the other, the problem of sectoral trade data discrepancy can be assessed. For the very 

crucial case of the US-China bilateral trade, this research compiles all available sectoral 

trade data as reported by both countries over 26 years and 1366 sectors of trade. This study 

first assesses the discrepancy in trade data using the tools of Reports Ratio and Pearson’s 

Product-Moment Correlation Function. Subsequently, trade balance as reported by both 

China and the US independently is established for 55 sectors of average discrepancy. After 

it, the only dynamic theory in concept on this issue, the J-Curve Theory, is tested for the 

55 sectors using the Autoregressive Distributed Lag technique of cointegration and Error 

Correction Mechanism to capture the short and long-run effects. The J-Curve is tested 

twice for each sector, each time using the data reported by one partner only, ceteris 

paribus. The results of this research confirm the existence of the research problem and 

draw many conclusions on the issue. First, there is a profound trade data discrepancy 

between the US and China, although the data is still heading towards reconciliation over 

time. Second, the strength of discrepancy depends on many factors, i.e. the direction of 

trade flow, the level of disaggregation of trade data, and time. Third, the use of different 

trade data resources for assessing the J-Curve yields relatively different coefficient 

estimates for real exchange rate, in some cases, the coefficient estimates are contradictory 

even. Fourth, the effects of Yuan depreciation on the US bilateral trade deficit with China 

are still apparent and affluent using either data resource, while coefficient estimates 

claiming the opposite are highly mixed and inconsistent. This study proposes Mutual 

Confirmation as a technique for improving the reliability of the J-Curve empirical results. 

That is, an estimation of the effect of real exchange rate depreciation on trade balance 

should be supported using the data reported by both trade partners separately. 
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Abstrak tesis yang dikemukakan senat Universiti Putra Malaysia sebagai memenuhi 

keperluan untuk Ijazah Master Sians 

 

 

PERANAN PERCANGGAHAN DATA PERDAGANAN DALAM KADAR 

PERTUKARAN-PERDAGANGAN DILEMA 

 

Oleh 

KARAM SHAAR 

November 2014 

 

Pengerusi: Profesor Ahmad Zubaidi Baharumshah, PhD 

Fakulti: Ekonomi dan Pengurusan 

 

Kajian empirikal terdahulu menyiasat kesan susut nilai kadar pertukaran sebenar terhadap 

imbangan perdagangan sektor telah mengabaikan hakikat bahawa data perdagangan boleh 

sebahagian besarnya tidak tepat. Dengan membandingkan apa yang setiap pihak dalam 

sebuah perdagangan dua hala mendakwa apa yang telah diniagakan, masalah 

percanggahan data perdagangan sektor boleh dinilai. Bagi kes perdagangan dua hala AS-

China, kajian ini menyusun semua data perdagangan sektor didapati yang telah dilaporkan 

oleh kedua-dua negara untuk lebih 26 tahun dan 1366 sektor perdagangan. Kajian ini 

bermula dengan menilai percanggahan dalam data perdagangan menggunakan Nisbah 

Laporan dan Fungsi Korelasi Produk-Moment Pearson. Selepas itu, imbangan 

perdagangan seperti yang telah dilaporkan oleh kedua-dua China dan Amerika Syarikat 

secara berasingan akan ditubuhkan bagi 55 sektor percanggahan secara purata. Selepas 

itu, satu-satunya teori dinamik di isu ini, teori J-Curve, akan diuji bagi sektor 55 

menggunakan teknik Kointegrasi Lag Pengedaran Autoregresi dan Pembetulan Ralat 

Mekanisme untuk menangkap kesan jangka pendek dan jangka panjang. J-Curve akan 

diuji sebanyak dua kali bagi setiap sektor, setiap kali menggunakan data yang dilaporkan 

oleh satu pasangan sahaja, ceteris paribus. Hasil kajian ini mengesahkan kewujudan 

masalah kajian dan menarik ramai kesimpulan mengenai isu itu. Pertama, terdapat 

percanggahan mendalam data perdagangan antara Amerika Syarikat dan China, walaupun 

data yang masih menuju ke arah perdamaian dari masa ke masa. Kedua, kekuatan 

percanggahan bergantung kepada banyak faktor, iaitu arah aliran perdagangan, tahap 

pengasingan data perdagangan, dan masa. Ketiga, penggunaan sumber-sumber data 

perdagangan yang berbeza untuk menilai hasil J-Curve anggaran pekali yang agak berbeza 

untuk kadar pertukaran sebenar, dalam beberapa kes, anggaran pekali bercanggah. Kajian 

ini mencadangkan Pengesahan Mutual sebagai teknik untuk meningkatkan 

kebolehpercayaan keputusan empirikal J-Curve. Iaitu, anggaran kesan susut nilai kadar 

pertukaran sebenar terhadap imbangan perdagangan perlu disokong dengan menggunakan 

data yang dilaporkan oleh kedua-dua rakan kongsi perdagangan secara berasingan. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

It is still remembered that nearly six decades ago, in 1949, the post-Keynesian high-profile 

economist Joan Robinson turned down an offer for the position of Vice-president of the 

Econometric Society, which sponsors today’s top-notch academic journal Econometrica. 

By that time, she justified her decision on the grounds that she would not accept a position 

in an editorial committee of a journal she “could not read” (Saith 2008). It is reasonable 

to wonder whether she would make the same decision if she were offered the same 

position today. 

 

Like all sciences, Econometrics has never been criticism-free. This complex combination 

of economic theory, mathematics, and statistics has historically been the subject of 

denigration from mainly two perspectives. First, the group of economists who opposed 

the “econometric formalism” of the economic phenomena. They denied the econometric 

techniques themselves. The main objection could be summarized by the claim that 

Econometrics oversimplifies the macroeconomic behavior (Lucas Jr 1976). Assuming 

wrong models, modifying data, and applying inaccurate estimation techniques that do not 

account for changes in the patterns of economic behavior can result in spurious 

conclusions, as its claimed that Ronald Coase have said "if you torture the data long 

enough, it will confess” (Tullock 2001). As Lucas Jr (1976) believed, the sciences of 

Economics and Econometrics should be recognized as two distinct disciplines, he further 

predicted that reconciliation along these two lines will fail in the future. Furthermore, he 

alleged that one of these two traditions is “fundamentally in error”. The supporters of this 

notion seem to be mainly post-Keynesians, as John Maynard Keynes himself opposed 

"arid mathematical formalism" of economics (Dow and Hillard 2002). Nevertheless, the 

tendency towards denying the key role of econometrics as a tool for economic analysis 

has gradually lost momentum by the recent novel advancements in econometric methods. 

Currently, developments in econometrics and computerization have helped making 

econometrics the dominant research methodology in economics (Johnson, Perry and 

Petkus 2012). 

 

On the other hand, the second reason for criticism stems from another commonsense 

discrete issue, that is, the accuracy of the data employed in econometric analysis, 

regardless the validity of the models and/or methods themselves. This point of view which 

goes one step prior to raising the question of estimation techniques and model 

specification poses some tough questions in today’s econometric analysis. Since the inputs 
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of the models, the data, is occasionally in substantial error as various sources suggest, the 

expediency of econometrics becomes questionable (Bagus 2011). 

 

The lack of accuracy in economic data can affect all scholarly studies in economics, 

although to different extents. For an economic historian, the quality of data is important, 

since incorrect data can lead to incorrect interpretations for the past. More importantly, 

for a policymaker, the accuracy of data is crucial, as policymakers might make their 

decisions based on the results of econometric tests, which used inaccurate data. Such 

incident might be catastrophic with extensive consequences on the whole economy (Bagus 

2011; Morgenstern 1950). 

 

Following the guidelines of applied statistics for certain econometric analysis where the 

independent variable might have a weak effect or no effect at all on the dependent variable, 

data accuracy plays a more crucial role in determining the true relation i.e. the effect of 

exchange rate depreciation on sectoral trade. Attaining meaningful results for studying the 

effect of exchange rate depreciation on sectoral trade does not only require applying 

rightful econometric methods, but requires in the first place employing accurate data, the 

fact that has been broadly neglected. 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of sectoral trade data inaccuracy on 

estimating the effect of exchange rate depreciation on trade. Although the researcher 

spends a considerable proportion of this study searching and assessing the right theory to 

investigate regarding the exchange rate-trade dilemma, the J-Curve Theory, the focus of 

this thesis is to test the effects of trade data inaccuracy on that dilemma rather than the 

Theory itself. 

 

The subsequent three points explain the ideas the topic of this thesis revolves around. First, 

1.1.1 briefly explains the issue of trade data inaccuracy. The following point 1.1.2, 

elucidates the theory this thesis is to investigate, the J-Curve. Finally, 1.1.3 justifies the 

choice of the US-China bilateral trade as a case study. A summary of these three points 

will function as the problem statement of this study, as shown in section 1.2. 

 

1.1.1 Trade data discrepancy 

Despite the recent vast developments in international trade, especially in manufactured 

goods, such development does not seem to be reflected on the quality of trade data. 

Discrepancy in international trade data is becoming more and more obvious, thus, pausing 

major concerns among econometricians, policymakers, economists and statisticians 

(Ferrantino and Wang 2008). Assuming commodity x is traded between countries (a) and 

(b), the problem of trade data discrepancy can be summarized as follows: Exports value 

of country (a) to country (b) as reported by country (a) does not equal the imports value 
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of country (b) from country (a) as reported by country (b). Discrepancy in trade data, 

which was first observed and analyzed in the early twentieth century, has become since 

then a major field of research, with outcomes affecting both policymakers and academia 

(Tsigas, Hertel and Binkley 1992). 

 

Figure 1.1 depicts a real example of trade data discrepancy from the data used in this 

study. It plots the data of the US imports of crude minerals from China as reported by the 

US compared with the mirrored trade flow reported by China. It covers the period 1987-

2012 as retrieved from the World Integrated Trade Solution, the World Bank, SITC 

revision 1, digit 4. (refer to the research methodology chapter for the data resource). The 

values are converted to millions of dollars for the ease of charting.  

 

Figure 1.1: US total imports data discrepancy 

 
Source: World Integrated Trade Solution, the World Bank  

 

As Figure 1.1 shows, there is an apparent difference between what the US claims to have 

imported from China and China claims to have exported to the US of the same sector over 

the same period. Furthermore, the mean of the time series of the US report stands at 69.14, 

while for China’s report it is 93.96, that is 24.8 million dollars difference. Thus, China’s 

report is almost 36% higher than the US report. However, by descending to lower levels 

of aggregation, i.e. five digits, the problem can be more and more apparent as chapter 4 

shows in detail. 
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1.1.2 The J-Curve Phenomenon on sectoral level 

Although stimulating trade flows is not the chief goal of monetary policy, or at least not 

one of the announced major roles of a modern central bank, trade has been empirically 

proven to be affected by many of the activities taken by the central bank, either directly 

or indirectly. Thus, the effect of exchange rate on trade flows has been a major question 

that many studies tried to address. This thesis is concerned about one factor of monetary 

policy in relation with trade, the real exchange rate. 

 

Many theories were put forward to explain the relation between real exchange rate and 

trade flows. As widely accepted by the traditional school of trade, currency depreciation 

can be a basic policy to improve trade balance since a real currency depreciation makes 

exported domestic products more competitive in  international markets, because they 

become relatively cheaper for the foreign importers. On the other hand, currency 

depreciation for a country makes it harder for the domestic market to import foreign 

commodities because they become relatively more expensive (Zhang 2008). However, 

empirical results fail to provide a unanimous support for this view, the results are highly 

mixed, and even contradictory. 

 

By the gradual improvement in economic thought, other theories started to emerge as 

alternatives for the rudimentary classical trade theory. Other theories integrated the 

elasticities of demand for exports and imports in the analysis, arguing that the relation can 

be better grasped if we are able of recognizing the difference between markets that are 

sensitive to changes in price and others which are not (Lerner 1944). Another theory put 

by Meade (1951), Alexander (1952) and others, called the Absorption Approach, 

combined the Elasticities Approach with the Keynesian macroeconomics. This approach 

claims, if the value of domestic expenditure is higher than the value of domestic output 

(income), trade balance deteriorates. 

 

However, among the most prominent approaches in explaining the relationship between 

trade flows and currency depreciation in international trade is an observed Phenomenon, 

known as the J-Curve. As first observed by Magee (1973), according to the J-Curve, the 

trade balance firstly deteriorates by currency depreciation, where the value of imports 

increase relative to exports. Gradually, trade balance starts improving above its initial 

level before currency devaluation took place. The J-Curve Theory is one of the best 

theories, which looks at the issue dynamically. It distinguishes the worsening short-run 

effect of real exchange rate depreciation on trade balance from the improvement in the 

long-run. This change in the direction of the relationship takes place mainly due to the 

sluggish nature of trade volume in response to price changes (low elasticity). 
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The rationale behind the J-Curve Theory is that; although the nominal exchange rate is 

changed instantly, it still takes time for the trade volumes to adjust to changes in relative 

prices in foreign and domestic markets. A devaluation of the real exchange rate affects 

trade flows/trade balance through two effects, the volume and price effects. The price 

effect initiated by the depreciation of the domestic currency (an increase in the nominal 

exchange rate expressed as the number of units of the domestic currency for one unit of 

the foreign currency) causes exports to become relatively cheaper expressed in foreign 

currency units. On the other hand, imports become relatively more expensive expressed 

in domestic currency. The two reasons work in the same direction causing a trade balance 

to deteriorate. 

 

The short-run price effect discussed above takes place quickly after the exchange rate 

changes. However, it also paves the way for the second phase of the J-Curve by leading 

to changes in export and import volumes. The long-run gradual decrease in the volume of 

imports and the increase in the volume of export, known as the volume effect, reflect the 

slow adjustments to changes in relative prices and commonly causes the trade balance to 

improve to a higher level compared to the initial level before the depreciation occurred. 

 

Actually, if the pattern of short-run deterioration and long-run improvement of the trade 

balance as a result of currency depreciation occurs, that is the J-Curve Phenomenon exists, 

it can be indicative that the Marshall-Lerner Condition (MLC) is met, too (Clarke and 

Kulkarni 2010). In simplified terms, the condition claims that if the central bank 

depreciates currency aiming to improve trade balance, the demand for the nation’s exports 

and imports should be elastic enough to cause a favorable volume effect. The condition 

under the simplest circumstances states that the sum of the absolute value of the two 

demand elasticities for exports and imports must exceed unity (Brown and Hogendorn 

2000). Figure 1.2, depicts the J-Curve and its relation with MLC: 
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        Figure 1.2: The J-Curve Phenomenon 

 

         Source: Author’s depiction 

 

Assuming there is a currency appreciation in the domestic country, instead of a 

depreciation, there could be an inverted J-Curve, or the J-Curve might appear in the 

partner country instead of the appreciating country. Although the J-Curve seems to be a 

plausible theory to test, the results of empirical studies are highly mixed. This empirical 

ambiguity does not seem surprising since trade balance may have different patterns of 

reaction to currency depreciation depending on the traded commodity, the partner, the 

structure of the economy, the level of development, and the strength of the devaluation. 

To solve some of the causes of heterogeneity, empirical studies have accounted for them 

on two overlapping stages. 

 

After earlier studies on the J-Curve employed aggregate trade data, which means 

investigating the J-Curve in a country and all of its trade partners in one regression 

(Himarios 1985; Magee 1973), the first stage of improvement came in the shape of 

separating the countries into bilateral relations to reduce  heterogeneity, thus, these studies 

investigated the J-Curve in one country with one partner at a time (Rose and Yellen 1989), 

(Marwah and Klein 1996), and (Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks 1999). 

 

The second stage of analysis improvement is the latest group of empirical studies which 

utilized further disaggregated trade data. This group of studies worked on bilateral trade 

for a set of trade sectors or commodities instead of using the overall bilateral trade. As 

pointed out by Bahmani-Oskooee and Hegerty (2010) “aggregate or bilateral studies often 

arrive at ambiguous or conflicting results, or sometimes even no results at all”. 

Consequently, some studies have disapproved the use of aggregated and bilateral trade 

data because they might obscure significant results. In other words, when using aggregate 

trade data, some commodities or sectors might show a positive response to exchange rate 
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depreciation, while others might show a negative reaction. When the two effects are 

combined, as done using aggregate and bilaterally aggregate data, these contradictory 

significant responses might cancel out one another, leading to a false conclusion of one 

insignificant effect. 

 

There is an enormous body of literature on the J-Curve Theory on sector level. The list 

includes Baek (2007), Ardalani and Bahmani-Oskooee (2007), Wang (2005), Bahmani-

Oskooee and Kovyryalova (2008), Bahmani-Oskooee and Mitra (2009), Bahmani-

Oskooee and Harvey (2010), and Jamilov (2013). Although these studies are reviewed 

later in chapter 3, it should be noted that all of them found partial support for the J-Curve 

in some sectors, all used Autoregressive Distributed Lag approach to cointegration 

(ARDL), and Error Correction Mechanism (ECM) to capture the short and long-run 

effects of real exchange rate movements on sectoral trade balance. 

 

1.1.3 The US-China bilateral trade as a case study 

US-China trade has developed substantially since the two nations reestablished diplomatic 

relations in 1979. The total US-China trade has dramatically increased from $1 billion in 

1978, when China was still the 32nd largest nation in the US export market and its 57th 

largest imports source, to $536 billion in 2012, where China became America’s third 

largest export market and its greatest source of imports. In terms of total trade, China is 

the second largest US trade partner preceded only by Canada (Morrison 2013). Given the 

growth of China's economy, China’s market is forecast to grow more significant for the 

US exports (Morrison 2013). Despite the global financial crisis, half of the US states 

showed growth in exports to China in 2009 versus 2008. In 2010, twenty four American 

states exported more than $1 billion dollars to China, which is three folds higher than the 

number of states which exported at that level just five years earlier (Full 2000-2010 State 

Report 2011). 

 

Most importantly for this study, the US-China bilateral trade deficit has surged over the 

past two decades, skyrocketing from $10 billion in 1990 to $315 billion in 2013 (Flannery 

2013). China was the second largest source of US trade deficit, preceded by Japan only in 

1991, but it became the largest since 2000 onwards. Some US politicians and economists 

have criticized the high level of trade deficit with China, claiming that it has stolen US 

jobs and threatened the US economy. The US claim that this deficit is mainly due to 

China’s unfair economic policies against the US (Li 2008). In 2010 alone, the US filed 

three disputes against China to the World Trade Organization (WTO). The first was 

regarding China’s subsidies to promote its wind power industries, the second about its use 

of trade “remedy laws” to protect domestic industries, and finally, against China’s 

restrictions on electronic payment services (Morrison 2011). By reviewing the literature, 

US deficit with China could be attributed to three factors. 
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First, China's role in the intra-Asia trade framework. Some researchers believe that the 

US-China trade deficit is chiefly because of China's role in the intra-Asia trade framework 

(Bottelier 2008). Instead of exporting to the US market directly, several companies from 

Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, and even American companies 

investing in China, indirectly export to the US market, after assembling products in China. 

For example, Eastman Kodak Company which works in digital imaging photography 

shifted production of its digital cameras in 2004 from Japan to China, and now exports 

from China to the world including its homeland. As stated by China's Ministry of 

Commerce, the share of exports from China to the US from foreign-invested companies, 

including many US-owned companies located in China, mounted 65.8 percent in 2004 of 

its total exports to the US (Bottelier 2008). 

 

Second, China’s inadequate protection of the US intellectual property rights (IPR). On 

2007, the Office of the United States Trade Representative filed two IPR cases against 

China in the WTO involving a number of complaints. The complaints include the claim 

that China’s government only pursue IPR infringement cases it considers to be excessively 

large, creating a safe harbor for smaller producers or violators. Additionally, the cases 

claimed that China often allows seized imported pirated goods to reenter the market rather 

than disposing of them (Morrison 2011). Kabirou and Gao (2014) estimated that China’s 

IPR infringements cost the US $48 billion in 2008 only.  

 

Third, China’s resistance to adopting a market-based currency, which remains as the most 

important unsolved dispute between the two giant economies. The row over China’s 

undervalued Yuan against the USD dates back to 1994 when China pegged the Yuan to 

the USD at the rate of 8.7 Y/$ (Devadoss, Hilland, Mittelhammer and Foltz 2014). From 

the following year until 2005, China appreciated the Yuan and pegged it at 8.28 Y/$, 

which the US claimed to be still highly undervalued (Poleg 2005). After continuous 

pressure from the US, China adopted a new exchange rate regime in 2005 and moved 

away from the rigid fixed regime to the USD. Instead, China pegged the Yuan to a basket 

of currencies including the euro, Japanese yen, US Dollar, South Korean won, the British 

pound, Thai baht, and the Russian ruble (Devadoss, Hilland, Mittelhammer and Foltz 

2014). 

 

The Yuan again appreciated against the USD, falling from nearly 8.10 Y/$ in 2005 to 6.83 

Y/$ in 2008, which continued at the same rate throughout the global financial crisis 

(Morrison 2011). In 2010, the Yuan continued to appreciate and reached 6.21 Y/$ in 2012 

(Devadoss, Hilland, Mittelhammer and Foltz 2014), as of August 2014, the Y/$ remained 

around the same value at 6.18. However, even with this trend of Yuan appreciation relative 

to USD, many studies believe the Yuan is still undervalued and far from its actual value 

if determined by the laws of free market under the free floating exchange rate regime. 

Subramanian (2010) estimated the Yuan to be undervalued by almost 30% as of April 

2010, while Ferguson and Schularick (2011) estimated the undervaluation to be between 

30% and 40% for the period of 1980-2008. In summary, estimates of undervaluation in 
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empirical studies range from 15% to 50% depending on the period and the estimation 

technique (Morrison 2011). 

 

Many US officials and researchers argue that the undervalued Yuan has given China an 

immoral trade advantage over the US. They claim that this policy constitutes a de facto 

subsidy for China’s exports to the US, and acts as a de facto tariff barrier on China’s 

imports from the US (Morrison 2011). In line with the existence of substantial US trade 

data discrepancy, this study believes that the US conclusions on the effects of currency 

exchange rate movements on its trade balance are questionable. This is because the 

employed data in empirical analysis is all reported by the US only, rather than any of its 

partners. Himarios (1985), Rose and Yellen (1989), and Bahmani-Oskooee and Hajilee 

(2009) are all examples of studies which investigated the effects of exchange rate 

movements on trade between the US and one or more of its partners using the US trade 

data only. These studies and others are reviewed in chapter 2. 

 

The dispute over the Yuan value triggered a long political and economic debate between 

the US and China, and within the US itself on how to tackle with it. A number of bills 

were proposed (yet, never passed) by the US Congress to counter the effects of Yuan 

undervaluation on US trade. Many of these bills called for taking corrective measures, 

such as tariffs, to offset the damage caused by China. For instance, a Senate bill in the US 

congress in 2003 recommended imposing a 27.5% tariff  on Chinese imports, which 

equaled the level of Yuan undervaluation in that year according to some estimates.  

 

On the other hand, Chinese officials insist that the current managed-float exchange rate 

regime is not meant to favor exports over imports, but to foster domestic economic 

stability (Archie 2011). However, in 2010, China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of 

China (PBOC) promised that, given the current economic conditions, it had decided to 

“proceed further with reform of the Yuan exchange rate regime and to enhance the Yuan 

exchange rate flexibility.” The PBOC ruled out any large one-time evaluations, stating 

that it is important to avoid any sudden substantial shocks of the Y/$ exchange rate to 

avoid market disruptions (Wray and Liu 2014). 

 

For the sake of capturing the role of trade data discrepancy in investigating the J-Curve, 

the US-China bilateral trade could be the best choice given the long experience of these 

two partners in highly volatile real exchange rate environment and the formidable size of 

their bilateral trade. Most importantly, regarding the question of the US trade balance 

deficit with China due to the undervaluation of the Yuan, this study provides better 

answers through employing the trade data provided by both the US and China 

independently in the econometric analysis of the J-Curve. Thus, looking at both sides of 

the coin. 
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1.2 Problem statement 

Previous studies assessing the effects of real exchange rate movements on trade balance 

broadly neglected the role of trade data inaccuracy, which is the discrepancy between what 

each side of a bilateral trade claims to have actually traded with the other. Conversely, the 

literature has mainly focused on the methodological issues of econometric assessment. 

 

When estimating the effect of exchange rate movement on trade balance, say by 

investigating the J-Curve Theory, if we simply employ the data reported by only one side 

of a bilateral trade relation, the resulting estimated coefficients might be partial. That is, 

the regression results retrieved from applying the data of one partner only will be able to 

reflect merely half of the picture. Therefore, the true effect cannot be accurately captured 

and it is somewhere between the two regression results as obtained from employing the 

data reported by each side, once at a time. 

 

Empirical assessment for the effect of real exchange rate on sectoral trade by using the 

trade data reported by one side only seems unjustifiable. For the case of US-China bilateral 

trade, the data employed in the literature for econometric analysis has been reported by 

the US. For instance, Wang (2005) investigated the J-Curve between the US and China 

on sector level for 88 trade flows over the period 1978-2002 as reported by the US only.  

 

For the same bilateral relation, covered here as a case-study, the average correlation 

coefficient between the two reports of sectoral trade balances, for all 189 trade sectors of 

three and four SITC digits, is merely 57%, for the period 1987-2012. However, by 

comparing the relative size of trade balance as US report/China report, the figure averages 

1.34 for the same 189 sectors. Thus, given the considerable difference between what the 

US claims to have traded with China and what China claims to have traded with the US, 

what logic can justify the use of the data reported by one side only to assess the effect of 

bilateral exchange rate movements on bilateral trade balance? 
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1.3 Research objectives 

This study aims to present evidence that previous studies on the effects of Yuan/USD 

exchange rate movements on the US-China bilateral trade balance are questionable. This 

is because there is substantial trade data discrepancy between the US and China, while the 

employed trade data in econometric analysis is reported by the US only. In summary, this 

thesis has two core objectives: 

i. To assess sectoral trade data discrepancy between the US and China for the 

whole bulk of available sectoral trade data reported by both partners from 1987 

to 2012. 

ii. To investigate the dynamic effects of real exchange rate depreciation on sectoral 

trade balance in the short and long-run between the US and China using the data 

provided by each partner independently for 55 rightfully selected representative 

sectors from 1987 to 2012. 

 

 

1.4 Significance of the study 

For a monetary policymaker, perceiving in advance how would the sectoral trade balance 

react to a change in the consumer price index or nominal exchange rate (components of 

real exchange rate) allows taking more rational decisions by assessing the advantages and 

disadvantages on each sector of trade separately. Additionally, in the context of improving 

trade balance (increasing the surplus or reducing the deficit), this study improves the 

comprehension of the J-curve Phenomenon by determining how accurate are the studies 

which included trade data from one side of a bilateral trade relation rather than both, or a 

certain combination of both. Building on the findings of this study, researchers might even 

conclude that with the current state of data inaccuracy, no precise sectoral trade-real 

exchange rate analysis could be meaningful at all. Furthermore, the detailed investigation 

for the sectoral trade data discrepancy could find a contribution in any study interested in 

using sectoral bilateral trade data, not necessarily for the J-Curve analysis. 
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1.5 Organization of the study 

After this preliminary chapter, chapter 2 halves into two sections, where section 2.1 

discusses the causes of trade data discrepancy with special attention to the case of the US-

China bilateral trade. Section 2.2 first summarizes the theories tried to explain the effect 

of exchange rate movements on trade balance, and then, explores the empirical literature 

related to the J-Curve Phenomenon in specific. 

 

Chapters 3 and 4 are for research methodology and test results, respectively. The study is 

concluded by chapter 5, which summarizes the major findings, the implications of the 

study, and some recommendations and hints for further research in this field. 
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